Recently, Open-domain question answering (ODQA) systems that extract an exact answer from large text corpora based on text input are intensively being investigated. However, the information in the first question input by a user is not usually enough to yield the desired answer. Interactions for collecting additional information to accomplish QA is needed. This paper proposes an interactive approach for spoken interactive ODQA systems. When the reliabilities for answer hypotheses obtained by an ODQA system are low, the system automatically derives disambiguous queries (DQs) that draw out additional information. The additional information based on the DQs should contribute to distinguishing effectively an exact answer and to supplementing a lack of information by recognition errors. In our spoken interactive ODQA system, SPIQA, spoken questions are recognized by an ASR system, and DQs are automatically generated to disambiguate the transcribed questions. We confirmed the appropriateness of the derived DQs by comparing them with manually prepared ones.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of spoken language processing (SLP), human and machine dialogue systems using a speech interface have been intensively researched. Some of these systems are marketed in phone systems, i.e., for air ticket reservations or information retrieval for stock prices. Such conversational dialogues to exchange information through Question Answering (QA) are a natural communication modality. However, state-of-the-art dialogue systems only operate for specific-domain question answering (SDQA). To achieve more natural communication between human beings and machines, spoken dialogue systems for open domains are necessary. Specifically, open-domain question answering (ODQA) is an important function in natural communication. Our goal is to con-SINCI B spoken interactive ODQA system. which includes an ASR system and an ODQA system. To clarify the problems presented in building such a system, the QA systems that have been constructed so far have been classified into a number of groups depending on their target domains, interfaces, and interactions to draw out additional information from users to accomplish set tasks shown in Table 1 . In this table, text and speech denote test input and speech input, respectively. The term "addition" represents additional information queried by the QA systems. This additional information is other than that derived from the user's initial questions.
ODQA that extracts answers from large text corpora, such as newspaper texts, has been intensively investigated in the field of Since QA with speech interaction can exchange information more naturally, some QA systems incorporating speech interaction have been investigated. For instance, Harpy [5] is an SDQA system for academic joumal paper retrieval which does not query additional information. An interactive SDQA system for worldwide weather forecast information retrieval using spoken dialogue over the telephone, JUPITER [61, was constructed. In such spoken QA systems, recognition errors should be an important consideration in the system design. The spoken ODQA system, the VoiceActivated Question Answering (VAQA) [7] , was constructed. This system includes the ODQA system. FALCON [31, which uses a speech interface instead of text input. In the interface, the transcribed questions are confirmed by the users. However, the VAQA does not query for additional information other than that derived from the user's initial questions.
To COnStNCt more precise and user-friendly ODQA systems, this paper proposes an interactive approach to spoken ODQA systems. Three main issues that need to be addressed to construct spoken interactive ODQA systems are:
1. The ODQA problems:
Answers are not in a table and are scattered throughout unstructured text.
2. .The interactive ODQA problems: Since user's questions are not restricted, system queries for additional information to extract answers and effective interaction strategies using such queries cannot be prepared before the user inputs the question.
3. The spoken QA problems: Recognition errors degrade the performance of QA systems. Some indispensable information tu extract answers is deleted or substituted by other words.
This paper proposes an interactive approach based on disambiguation of users' questions in interactive ODQA systems. In addition, we introduce our spoken interactive ODQA system, i.e., Figure I shows the components of our system, and the data that flows through it. This system is comprised of an ASR system [SI, and applied a one-pass search algorithm to it. A confidence measure for each word is calculated by post-processing.
SPIQA.

SPOKEN INTERACTIVE QA SYSTEM SPIQA
Screening filter
The question transcribed by an ASR system sometimes incorporates not only redundant information caused by the spontaneity of human speech but also irrelevant information due to recognition errors. Recognition errors, fillers, word fragments, and other distractorr are removed from the transcribed question by a screening filter that extracts meaningful information. the summarization method [9] is applied to the screening process.
Since recognition e r o r s in the recognition results directly degrade QA performance, the screening filter should remove them. In this study, the screening process was done in two steps. The first step was to remove acoustically and linguistically unreliable words based on the threshold for the confidence measure. The second step was to construct a meaningful sentence from the results after removing unreliable words using the speech summarization technique through word extraction [9] . Hence, the screened results excluded large recognition errors and made the sentence understandable. Finally. the screened results were input into the ODQA engine.
ODQA engine
The ODQA engine has four components: question analysis, text retrieval, answer hypothesis extraction, and answer selection. Nounslnoun-phrases are classified into category classes such as ORGANIZATION or PERSON. A given question sentence is analyzed to determine the type of expected answer and keywords
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---____-- Fig. 2 . Example of dependency structure.
using the question analysis module. Paragraphsldocuments that match the keywords are then extracted by the text retrieval module. The nounslnoun-phrases in the retrieved relevant documents that belong to the expected category class are extracted and used to outvut answers.
DDQ module
When the ODQA engine cannot extract an appropriate answer to a user's question, the question is considered "ambiguous." There Ne two situations where the question is considered ambiguous. The first is when the user does not supply sufficient information in hisher question. The other is when some necessary information to extract the answer is lost through ASR. Since a11 information in a users' question is not always useful to extract answers, only indispensable information to do this should be compensated by additional information that is inputs by users. The DDQ module derives disambiguous queries (DQs) that require such indispensable information.
The DQs arc generated using templates of interrogative sentences, each of which contains an interrogative and a phrase taken from the user's question after speech recognition and screening. The DDQ module selecrs the best DQ based on its linguistic appropriateness and the ambiguity of the phrase. Hence. the module can generate a sentence that is linguistically appropriate and asks the user to disambiguate the most ambiguous phrase in hisher question.
Suppose the DDQ module is posed with this question: The linguistic appropriateness of DQs can be measured by using a language model such as a trigram. The ambiguity of each phrase is measured by using the structural ambiguity and generality score for the phrase. The structural ambiguity is hascd on thc dependency structure of the sentence. A phrase that is not modified by other phrases is considered to be highly ambiguous. Figure 2 has an example o f a dependency structure, where the question is separated into phrases. Each arrow represents the dependency between two phrases. Here, no phrases modify "the World Cup." We assume that ambiguity Tor such a phrase would be higher than for others. The slructural ambiguity of the wth phrase is defined as I { %=I:;#.
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where the complete question is separated into iV phrases, and D(P,, Pn) is the probability that phrase P,, will be modified by phrase Pa, which can be calculated Using Stuchastic Dependency Context Free Grammar (SDCFC) I1 I].
In addition, the generality scoie o i a phrase is also incorporated into measuring the ambiguity of nounlnoun-phrases.
Nounslnoun-phrases that frequently occur in a corpus rarely help to extract answers. We assume that such a phrase is ambiguous and should be modified by additional information. The generality score is defined as
xut~,:w=cont where P(7u) is the unigram probability of UI based on the corpus to be retrieved. "w = cont" means that IU is a contcnt word such as a noun, verb or adjective.
Let S,, be a DQ generated by inserting the n-th phrase into the m-th template. The DDQ module selects the DQ that maximizcs the DQ score:
where L ( . ) is a linguistic score such as the logarithm for trigram probability, X L , AD, and XG are weighting factors to balance the scores. Our system is actually built for Japanese speech. Japanese sentences can be divided into phrase-likc units (broiserru). The phrase-like unit bsnerru is denoted by 'phrase'. Since a new phrase always starts from a content word, a sentence is split into a phrase sequence based on the first content word. Each phrase is made up of a content word followed by zero or more function words. and each word modifies succeeding words within the phrase. In addition. since Japanese sentences have only "rightheadcd dependency, the dependency probability D (I?: Pi) is 0 i f k 2 1.
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
Questions consisting of 69 sentences read aloud by seven male speakers were transcribed by our ASR system 181. These questions were preparcd to test the performance of our QDQA engine [IO] . Each question consisted of about 19 morphemes on average. The sentences were grammatically correct, formally structured, and had enough information for the ODQA engine to extract the correct answers. Therefore, transcription results with 100% word accuracy could extract answers accurately. In contrast, transcription results with recognition errors failed to extract correct answers. The mean word rccognition accuracy of 69 questions was 76%. The question transcriptions were processed with a screening filter and input into the ODQA engine.
ASR system
The speech signal was sampled at 16 kHz with 16 bit quantization. Feature vectors had 25 elements consisting of 12 MFCC. their delta, and delta log energies. Tied-state triphone HMMs with 3000 states and 16 Gaussians per state were preparod by using 318 spontaneous presentations uttered by male speakers (approximately 59 hours). Dzcoding was done with a one-pass Viterbi search using WFST, integrating cross-word triphone HMMs and trigrams [SI.
Screening filter
Screening was done by removing rccognition errors using a confidence measure as a threshold and then summarizing it within an RO% to 100% compaction tatia. In this summarization technique 191, the word significance and linguistic score for summarization were calculated using t m t from the Mainichi newspaper published from 1994 to 2001. comprised of 13.6M sentences with 232111 words. The SDCFG forthc word concatenation score was the same as that used in 191. The posterior probability of each transcribed word in a word graph obtained by ASR was used as the confidence score.
DDQ module
Thc word generality score A c was computed using the same Mainichi newspaper text that was used for screening. Eightytwo kinds of interrogative sentences were created as disambiguous queries for each nounlnoun-phrase in each question and evaluated in the DDQ module. The linguistic score L indicating the appropriateness of interrogative sentences was calculated using 1000 questions and newspaper text extracted for three years. The structural ambiguity score Aowas calculated based on the SDCFG which was used for the screening filter.
Evaluation method
The DQs generated by the DDQ module were evaluated in comparison with manual disambiguation queries. Although the questions read by the seven speakers had sufficient information to extract exact answers, some recognition errors resulted in a loss of information that was indispensahle for obtaining the correct answers. The inanual DQs were made by five subjects based on a comparison of the original writlen qucwions and the trwscription results given by the ASR systcm. The automatic DQs were categorized inlu three classes: APPROPRIATE when they had the same meaning least one of the fivc manual DQs, InAPPROPRIATE when there was no match. and HELPFUL when the meanings were partially matched. QA performancc using recognition results was evaluated by the MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) [I2] .When the correct answer for each question was included within the top five answers given by the ODQA system, the answer was judged to he correct, and its reciprocal rank was accumulatcd.When QA systems outputted perfect answers, the MRRs was 1.0. The higher MRRs indicated that QA performance was higher. Table 2 shows the evaluation results in terms of the appropriateness of the DQs and the QA-system MRR. The mean MRRs for manual transcription was 0.43. However. the mean MRRs for the recognition results \Vas 0.27. The results indicate that roughly 50% of the DQs generated by the DDQ module based ou the recognition results were APPROPRIATE, which means that the DDQ module effectively generated queries for disambiguating the user's questions. In addition, speakers with lower recognition accuracies produced lower MRRs. that is, a lack of information due to recognition errors caused lower QA performance. Experimental results revealed the potential of the generated DQs in compensating the degradation of the QA performancc due to recognition errors. 
Evaluation results
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed ii new strategy for spokcn interactive ODQA (open-domain question answering) systems. In this strategy, when a user's question is ambiguous, additional informdon indispensable to extract the exact answer is automatically queried by the DDQ (deriving disambiguous queries) module. The DDQ module generates a DQ (disambiguuus query) using an ambiguous phrase in the user's question that was extracted based on the S t I U C t U l d l ambiguity of the question and the generality of the phrase. Experimental results revealed thc potential of the generated DQs in requiring indispensable information that was lacking to extract answcrs. Future research will include an evaluation of the strategy using the performance of the total QA system based on how much the DQs improve the total performance.
